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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The main thrust of the report is to ascertain to what extent the projects
financed by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and other
United Nations system organizations take into account environmental factors.
At the system level, the Inspectors are of the opinion that the
integration of environment into the development process should become a
permanent agenda item of agencies and organizations of the United Nations
system. These bodies should include in their respective programmes and
budgets and medium-term plans, appropriate measures responding to the
recommendations of the World Commission on Environment and Development as
as the successive related resolutions of the General Assembly.

~ell

The Inspectors feel also that there is an increasing need for a more
multidisciplinary co-ordinated approach to the preparation and implementation
of programmes by various United Nations entities involved in the management of
envirotunent. The appropriate United Nations organs dealing with co-ordination
should be encouraged to strengthen their collaboration and to increase the
tempo of their meetings to that effect.
The Inspectors recommend in addition that the united Nations
organizations should strengthen the capacity of each united Nations entity
involved in the management of envirotunent so as to make the system more
responsive to the needs of the developing countries to develop their own
capacities, and that developed Member States should increase their financial
and technical assistance to third world tlations with a view to adopting in
collaboration with the United Nations system strategies that promote
environmentally-sound and economically-viable proj ects.
At the organization level, the Inspectors devised specific
recommendations addressed in particular to the united Nations Envirol~ent
Programme (UNEP), and the regional commissions of the united Nations.
As far as UNEP is concerned, the Inspectors recommend that its
headquarters programmes, such as preparation of environmental research studies
and statistics, drafting of inten\ational conventions on environment, holding
of conferences and seminars on enviroluuent, co-ordinating of environmental
activities of the system should be strengthened. For this purpose UNEP's
regular budget and technical co-operation funds should be increased.
With regard to the regional commissions, the Inspectors are of the
opinion that their potentials to promote regional and interregional
co-operation for the benefit of environmental management should be more fully
ulilized and adequate provisions for such projects should be found.
Finally the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
should play an essential role to give environment the importance it deserves
in the International Development Strategy for the Fourth united Nations
Development Decade. The Conference should also furnish a better basis for
co-operation between rich and poor countries and produce a new form of
international co-operation for preserving global resources that are
appropriate to the real needs of the international community.
I . ••
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INTRODUCTION
1.
Practically every month a meeting, a conference or a seminar is held in a
different country, at the Headquarters of the United Nations, in universities
or institutions to draw attention to environmental issues, to debate and
attempt to resolve environmental problems. The United Nations organizations
and the international community in their search for solutions to solve these
problems came to the conclusion that sustainable development cannot be
achieved without pursuin~ sound environment policy and that environmental
problems facing mankind can be solved only if they are placed in a proper
developmental perspective.
2.
The United Nations General Assembly, specialized agencies and
non-governmental organizations have stressed this close relationship between
environment and development in their decisions, resolutions and programmes and
have played a major role in raising the consciousness of large public opinion
sectors concerning environment problems, stressing the need to tackle them and
underlining the necessity for developed and developing countries to work
together toward this end.
3.
With all this in mind, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
requested the Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) to carry out a study on "The extent
to which UNDP-funded projects take into account environmental impact". While
the JIU accepted in principle this request, it felt, however, that the scope
of the report should be wider so as to analyze how the United Nations system
in general and UNDP in partiCUlar, take into account environmental factors
during project identification, planning, implementation and evaluation.
~.
This study was conducted between August 1989 and November 1990. It
adopted a methodology whereby the Inspectors were able to establish through a
number of case-stUdies and field visits how the UNDP and the United Nations
system in general respond to this important subject. For this purpose, the
Illspectors reviewed and analyzed a large amount of documentation, among others:

bf

(a)

the report

the World Commission on Environment and Development,

(b)

General Assembly resolutions 42/186, 42/187 and 44/227 related
to the implementation of sustainable and environmentally-sound
development throughout the United Nations system,

(c)

the reports of the Secretary-General and of the executive heads
of United Nations organizations concerning the implementation
of the above-mentioned resolutions,

(d)

General Assembly resolutions 43/196 and 44/228 on the 1992 United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) as well
as the views and comments thereon of Member states during the 44th
session of the General Assembly,

(e)

the Montreal Protocol and the Basel Convention,

/
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(f)

the reports of the Bergen Conference, the Copenhagen Seminar and of
other regional conferences,

(g)

the desk evaluation made by the Central Evaluation Office (CEO) of
the UNDP and of others concenling UNDP's involvement in the environmental field, and

(h)

other relevant materials and publications.

The Inspectors also examined the instruments and guidelines the UNDP uses to
address the environmental impact of its projects at various stages of
implementation.
5.
In spite of the fact that time and monetary constraints did not allow for
field visits to as many countries as might be desirable and, therefore, in
order to obtain the broadest base possible for the report, the Inspectors were
able to visit a sufficient number of UNDP-funded environmental projects in the
African, Asian and Latin American regions where a number of countries already
made or are making the crucial transition ft"om an agricultural base to one
that emphasizes industry, but that at least some of the growth witnessed so
far has been achieved at the expense of the envit·onment.
6.
In addition, the Inspectors held a series of discussions with officials
and individuals both inside and outside the United Nations family and with
Govenunent representatives familiar with UNDP's involvement in the
environmental field. The Inspectors are very grateful to each and everyone
of the many persons with whom they met for the useful ideas, perspectives, and
observations which they contributed.
7.
As the sUbj ect of this study is an assessment of the environmental focus
of projects financed by UNDP and other United Nations system organizations,
the Inspectors shall devote the first three chapters to UNDP. Subsequently,
the report shall deal in the last three chapters with the specialized
agencies, UNEP and the United Nations Secretariat.
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CHAPTER 1
MEASURES ADOPTED BY UNDP TO FOCUS ITS PROJECTS OH EHVIROHMEHT
8.
In general, UNDP's policy on environmental conservation is directly in
line with the report of the World Commission on Environment and Development
entitled "Our Common Future" 1/, and with General Assembly resolut.ions 42/186
(Environmental perspective to the year 2000 and beyond), 421187 (Report of the
World Commission on Envirorment and Development) ~/, 43/53 (Protection of
global climate for present and future generations of mankind) and 43/196
(the 1992 United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development).
9.
with respect to the monitoring of the various phases of the
implementation of its projects (identification, formulation, approval,
monitoring and evaluation), UNDP devotes particular attention to their impact
on the environment, whether they are designed to have a direct or indirect
effect on the environment. Thus, UNDP guidelines were revised in 1989 to
ensure that environmental implications were better reflected in its project
documents. Similarly, guidelines relating to the procedure for implementation
of environmental projects funded by the united Nations system as a whole are
expected to be issued in the near future. CCSQ (OPS), which is co-operating
actively in harmonizing the guidelines of the various organizations of the
United Nations system in this area, undert.ook to prepare a study funded by
UNEP .for this purpose. The recommendations of this stUdy are currently the
SUbject of in-depth consultations among the agencies prior to their
implementation. l/
10. Similarly, all the parties involved in the execution of UNDP-funded
projects have an "Environmental Checklist for Passible Use by High-Level
Decision-Makers". This checklist is used by the participants in the Project
Appraisal Committee (PAC) and in the Action committee. Furthe~ore, in the
preparatory phase of projects, those of UNDP personnel who are thoroughly
familiar with the countries concerned, as well as staff of the Technical
Advisory Division (TAD) and the Bureau for Programme Policy and Evaluation
(BPPE), are invited to give their views.

1/ See UNDP decision 88/57 entitled "Report of the World Commission on
Environment and Development, and the Environmental Perspective to the year
2000 and beyond".

1:./

See the report of the Secretary-General entitled "Development and
Economic co-operation: Environment - Implementation of General
Assembly resolutions 42/186 and ·1121187" (AlJi4JJ50 - E/1989/99).
Intet~ational

l/ EnviroIlInental assessment procedures in the united Nations system.
Final draft report - Environment Resources Limited, London, November 1989.

I .••
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- 4 11. To guide its initiatives and design its operations, UNOP has also the
results of a systematic evaluation undet"taken in 1988 and covering its
activities up to 1986.!J..I This evaluation is based on a detailed survey of
all UNDP Resident Representatives' offices, more than 70 of which sent
detailed answers to headquarters. ~/
12. Among the arrangements intt"oduced by UNDP to keep the impact of its
proj ects on the environment consistently in focus, mention should also be made
of the establishment in 1988 of UNOP's Environmental Action Team (EAT). which
consists of representatives from operational units where focal points for
environment have been established. Likewise, UNOP has set up at countt·y and
regional level an infonnal mechanism for the exchange of information relating
to the effects on the environment, of projects implemented by UNDP and by
specialized funds, such as. United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO),
United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCOF) and United Nations Fund for
Natural Resources Exploration (UNFNRE).
13. Furthermore, UNDP has provided special financial resources to finance
workshops for studying the specific needs of each country as regards the
environment in relation to sustainable development. Such workshops have so
far been organized in more than 60 countries and have brought together, among
others, representatives of the government, United Nations agencies,
non-governmental organizations, the public and private economic sectors and
environmental experts. The results of the activities of these workshops have
been used by UNDP for the mid-term country programme review and in preparing
its Indicative Planning Figures (IPFs) for the Fifth Progt"amming Cycle. In
many countries the workshops have served to establish a global environmental
policy and to set up environmental action plans.
14. However, until 1988, UNOP employed a broad definition classifying any
project having environmental impact as an "environmental project". For a
better appreciation of the environmental impact of its projects, UNOP felt the
need to use a more precise definition. Henceforth, UNOP decided to use the
following definition: environmental projects are those directed at (a)
achieving environmentally sound and sustained development;
(b) protecting the natural biological diversity and functioning of ecosystems;
(c) rational management of natural resources and their conservation;
(d) reducing environmental degradation; and (e) rehabilitating and restoring
degraded ecosystems.
15. Although the Inspectors consider this definition an improvement on the
old one, it is still too vague and does not permit quantification of the
environmental impact of projects. While aware of the difficulty of such a
task. the Inspectors are convinced that it should prove possible, in due
c.ourse and in consultation with theoretical and practical experts on the
environment, to work out quantitative environmental parameters and ratios,
c.omparable to socio-economic indicators, for supporting environmental
policies. prosrammes and projects by quantifiable measurements. This could be
done in collaboration with all the United Nations agencies taking into account
the experience sained in executing their projects.

1/ UllOP/CEO Environmental Protection and Economic Development.
Review. 1988.

A Desk

~/
SUmmary of responses received from UNOP field offices on CEO's study
on UNOP Projects concerned with the Environment.

/
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CHAPTER 2
UNDP AND THE FINANCING OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
16. Even though over a 10-year period (from 1977 to 1987) the funds allocated
by UNDP to environmental projects had increased nearly 2.3 times (from
$US 65 million to $US 152 million), ~/ they then doubled in only one year,
from 1987 to 1988, to veach $299 million, or 8 per cent of the total amount of
funds appvopriated by UNDP to all of its projects.
17. In addition, there are funds that UNDP mobilizes for environmental
conservation through affiliated funds, such as, the United Nations
Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO), the United Nations Capital Development Fund
(UNCDF) and the United Nations Fund for Natural Resources Exploration (UNFNRE).
18. UNSO activities play a major role in the conservation of environment
(water, soil, forests, pastures, etc.) in Africa: it is currently engaged in
several dozen projects of a total value of ove~ $100 million. I/. As to UNCDF
activities, they are aimed primarily at the least developed countries (LDCs)
and increasingly include significant environmental aspects: conservation of
water, soil, forests, energy, etc. Total UNCDF projects in progress exceed
$40 million.
19. In 1989, some 70 additional environmental projects were app~oved by the
Action Committee of UNDP, which raised the value of ongoing environmental
projects from 299 million dollars in 1988 to 400 million dollars in 1989. If,
to envirotunental proj ects (Type A) were added the so-called "Likely
envirOIunental projects" (Type B) and "Potential environmental projects" (Type
C), environmental p~ojects represented in 1989 about 23 per c.ent of total UNDP
projects (see Table 1).
20. In addition, UNDP, UNEP and the World Resources Institute (WRI)
co-sponsored and co-financed a study on new sources of financing which has
l.~"."11 completed and published under the title "International Conservation
Financing Project". A new source of financing envirotlJllental management needs
of the developing countries was recommended by the study, namely, a UNDP/World
Bank/Global EnvivOlunental Facility which has been already approved in
pritlciple by the governing bodies of the concerned institutions. Consultations
have been conducted on the nature, scope of the facility, modalities of its
administration and the priority environmental issues to which its funds are to
be used. The initial size of the Global Environmental Facility is expected to
be about US$1.5 billion.
21. To sum up, the Inspectors consider that, although the sums allocated by
UNDP directly or indirectly to envit"orunental projects may seem considerable,
when divided among some 150 beneficia~y countries, they amount to an avera&e
of only a few million dollars per country, and this, when distributed in each
country over 20 or so sectors (see Table 2), averages only a few hundred
thousand dollars per sector. These figures clearly demonstrate that, while
envirotunental conservation has acquired considerable importance in l1JllDP
programmes, the financial resources assigned to it still fall far short of the
~/
Report of the Administrator, 8 Hay 1989 (DP/1989/63);
trends and perspectives.

~vironment:

J..I See the report of the Secreta~y-General concerning implementation of
Genel"al Assembly resolution 42/189 on desertification and drousht (A/44/351,
20 July 1989) .
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countries' enormous needs, even considering the fact that bilateral aid also
provides considerable assistance and that UNDP projects basically play the
role of a catalyst or of "seed money".
Table 1: Summary table of environmental priorities in
UNDP'S PROJECT PORTFOLIO

Ongoing
in 1988

Type A - Environmental projects:
Number (~ of total projects)
Millions of US$ ('%. 0 f total)
lType

B -

402
299

(7~)

(8~)

ADO roved bv
Action Committee
1988
1989

43 (9~) 70 (15'1.)
50 ( 7~) 101 (13'1.)

On-going in 1989
(not deducting
projects possibly
completed during
1989)

472
400

Likely environ. projects:

Number (~ of total)
Millions of US$ ('I. of total)
Type C - Potent.environ. proj ects:
Number (~ of total)
Millions of US$ (" of total)

-

-

-

21
29

-

-

22

(5~)

-

45

(6")

-

-

-

109 (23")
175 (23")

-

(5'1.)
(4~)

-

Total environmentally
relevant projects:
Number (~ of total)
Millions of US$ ('1. of total)

-

Source: DP/1990/27, Report of the Administrator of 1 May, 1990, on the
Environmental dimensions of development: Commitment and progress
in 1989.
22. It is also interesting to see the sectoral breakdown of UNDP funds for
environmental projects. Agriculture absorbs 50 per cent of the total (forest
management: 18.3 per cent; soil conservation: 17 per cent; and agricultural
meteorology and hydrology: 11 per cent).
23. But this classification is of no help for telling the projects that deal
with strengthening of institutional infrastructure, training, acquisition of
expertise, of equipment and development of research. Since these aspects are
not covered by the UHDP statistics, the Inspectors do not think that they
provide the tools necessary for producing analyses and designing appropriate
environmental policies. UNDP should be able to provide Member States and
United Matioos organizations with such statistical information, so as to
enable them to base their decisions on the figures.
/
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Table 2.

Rankins of the CO$t of ongoinR environmantal projects in 1988, by activity and by region
(Thousands of us dollars)
---------~--------~-------

r-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Af"ica

Arab
St.ates
and
Europe

Asia
and
the
Pacific

elobal
and
int.erre&ional

Total

UNSO

Percentage
of total
cost of
project.s

1.

Forellt managtllllent.

1.2 815

3 208

35 016

3 354

75

o

54 528

18.3

2.

Soil conllervation

11 096

2 257

885

260

o

36 123

50 621

17.0

3.

Asricultu,e
meteorology/hydrology

15 453

4 443

10 598

2 224

150

o

32 868

11.0

2 814

", 953

9 602

149

1 425

9 503

28 4116

9.6

071

357

",45

2 986

o

24 507

8.2

",.

ltnergy cons.n·vation and
alt.ernat.ive source developllltlnt.
and _I.'ine
resources manasemant.

I)

6.

Watershed management

5 753

897

14 934

o

o

o

21 584

7.3

7.

Dasertification control

9"'1.

3 283

399

o

10

12 546

17 179

5.8

8.

Enviropmantally acctlpt.able
pe.t. manage.....nt.

4 823

",22

1 913

129

(, 585

o

13 872

4.7

o

2 050

9 182

2 265

o

o

13 497

11.5

5.

9.

Fi...b.ri...

Pollut.ion and ..,aste managllmAnt.

648

4

-.J

10. Kamat.e sensing cart.ography

I

3 214

1 960

11 385

1.82

o

2 337

12 078 ,

11.1

Water re.ource. management.
for cm,.ervation

I

1.

232

333

2 386

409

o

3 678

8 038 I

2.7

I

1 246

510

3 899

199

546

o

6 400 ,

2.2

and protect.ion

I

1. 103

1 217

209

o

o

2 636

5 165 I

1. 7

Range

I

386

2 8",4

90

o

o

o

3 320 I

1.1

U. Wildlife mans&OIIIUU\t.

I

0

o

2 625

o

o

o

2 625 I

0.9

16. Biolo&ical diversity

I

1 261

6

119

207

o

o

1 593 I

0.5

f$~tilizers

I

15

o

1 281

o

o

o

1.

296 r

0.4

Total

L

71 860

32 454
_

104 880

9 823

1.1777

1.1.

12. unclassified environment
1.3. Plant re.ourc•• management

14.

17.

"

Latin
Amtlrica
and the
cal.·ibbean

man.&~nt

En~ironmentally accept.able

~:

~

66 823 I 297 611

100.0

DP/l1)89/63. p. 23.
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CHAPTER 3
MAIN OBJECTIVES OF UNDP ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
DURING THE NINETIES
24. In 1990, UNDP has continued to streamline and strengthen
and headquarters activities to deal with the envil'onment, the
environmental projects, and undertake important environmental
achieve these goals, the UNDP adopted a so-called "Five steps
Operationalizing Sustainable Development in UNDP Activities".
for the following measures:

ove.t"all field
impact of ils
action. To
Plan Towards
This Plan c.alls

1. Implementation of institutional adjustments and actions at the
headquarters, including the consolidation of the policy co-ordination and
promotional role of the Environmental Action Team (EAT);
2. Intensified action at country and sUbregional levels, through the
Special Programme Resources (SPR), Indicative Planning Figure (IPF) and T~st
Fund-supported Workshops on Environment and SUstainable Development. Hany of
these workshops resulted in the adoption of recommendations for future action
and indications of intent of follow-up on measures such as the preparation for
a UNDP/World Bank donors meeting on environment.
3. Initiating the establishment of the SUstainable Development Network
(SON) at the country level in which the 113 UNDP field offices will become
focal points to promote and manage programmes for sustainable development in
each country. The network will strengthen the government and private sectors
to enable them to manage more effectively their own programmes of
environmentally sound and sustainable development.
4. Implementation of the Environmental Management Guidelines (EHG) to
provide systematic fr~ework for integrating the environmental dimensions in
programming and in projeqt design through testing and trial application in a
selected number of pilot countries.
25. Furthermore, some major activities and specific actions carried out by
UNDP in 1990 to focus its projects on environmental aspects should be
mentioned. For instance, at the request of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs
of the countries signatories to the Treaty for Amazonian Co-operation at their
3rd meeting, held in Quito, Ecuador, UNDP started in 1990 establishing a
portfolio of regional projects for Amazonian co-operation, which inclUde,
among others, support to the Amazonian Botanical Research in Member Countries
of the Treaty for Amazonian Co-operation, to the Association of Amazonian
Universities (UNAHAZ) , and to the Tropical Rain Forest Sustainable Management
and Hydrological Balance in the Amazon Region Project. The principle guiding
these projects is to assist the countries' efforts in better understanding the
Amazon ecosystem and to identify new uses of biological resources to meet the
needs of development goals while preserving the environment. Similar support
activities were also initiated in 1990 in the Arab region. In this region,
UNDP supported the Governments in their effort to establish a centre for
research and development on the environment and sustainable development - Arab
Academy on the Environment - which was endorsed at a high-level seminar on
"Sustainable Development in the 1990s: UNDP' s Role in the Arab Region", held
at Cairo from 17 to 19 March 1990.
In preparation for the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development, the Regional Bureau for Arab states
organized in the last quarter of 1990 an expert group meeting on development
and environment Which provided proposals for integrating environmental aspects
into the country and regional programmes. UNDP also collaborated in 1990 with
/
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the World Bank and other organizations in the Mediterranean Environmental
Technical Assistance Programme (KETAP), which is designed to promote
investment in support of environmentally sound activities in the region.
26. During the nineties, the priorities assigned to UNDP projects in the
field of environmental protection will be based on the Unite~ Nations
System-Wide Medium-Term Environment Programme (SWMTEP), whose principal
objectives are to assist Member states in better understanding and in
pt'oviding solutions to problems resulting from: (a) depletion of
non-reneW"able sources of energy; (b) impoverishment of biological diversity;
and (c) atmosphere and global climatic change.
27. In contributing to the conservation of non-renewable sources of energy,
UNOP will intensify its participation in system-wide activities aimed at
encouraging more rational use of energy sources that are non-renewable or
cause pollution and at developing alternative, renewable and less polluting
energy sources. For this purpose, UNDP is funding a project to demonstrate
the feasibility and economic and environmental benefits of simple heating
systems adaptable to local village conditions. In addition, UNDP will
strengthen its activities in several developing countries for the generation
and use of solar and wind energies. UNDP will also continue to provide
financial inputs to the Energy Sector Management Assistance Programme (ESKAP) ,
which is supported by other united Nations agencies and the World Bank. The
pu~ose of ESMAP is to help the developing countries to formulate and
implement strategies aimed at protecting the environment against degradation
caused by the production and/or use of highly polluting energy sources.
28. Priority projects to conserve biological diversity are of recent design
and at present very few in number. The loss of several dozen biological and
genetic varieties has caused irreparable harm. UNDP intends to intensify its
activities in this vital fiel~ for which the developing countries lack the
financial resources and technical and scientific knowledge. UNOP plans to
launch about 10 proj el}ts to prot.ect biological diversity (mainly the
establishment of seed centres). To strengthen this' t.ype of act.ivity, UNOP
will provide financial support to the International Board for Plant Genetic
Resources (IBPGR). The Inspectors fully support increased efforts by UNDP to
assist the developing countries in acquiring the scientifie knowledge and
financial resources necessary for the preservation of t.heir biological and
genetic wealth. However, the Inspectors are convinced that the conservation
of biological diversity must include also in situ conservation and not only
ex situ.~ While the establishment and strengthening of seed eentres 18 very
useful, only the preservation of biological and genetic wealth in situ (e.g.
tropical forests) will reduce the broadly based loss of biological diversity
currently underway. Only in situ conservation will provide the necessary
conditions for a certain continuation of the evolutionary process of global
biological diversity. It should be noted that coordinated in situ
conservation of biological diversity is provided by UNESCO international
network of biosphere reserves.
29. As part of efforts to address global climatie change, UHDP will provide
larger inputs t.o the financing of projects under the Tropical Forestry Act.ion
Plan (TFAP) to combat deforestation. UNDP has already taken part in missions
to a score of countries aimed at helping them to set up national forestry
plans and has participated in several round tables to mobilize the capital and
technical assistance needed for implementing several other national action
plans under TFAP.
/
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30. UNDP expects a considerable expansion of its environmental protection
activities in connection .with implementation of the objectives of the fourth
United Nations Development Decade for the 1990s. Specifically and as a matter
of priority, URDP intends to use its projects to stroengthen the capabilities
of govenrmental institutions and services to solve the complex problems of
environmental conservation .. In that regard, UNDP will participate in funding
projects to introduce national environmental accounting in the countdes
concerned. Suc.h accounting will include physic.al and financial balance sheets
of the management of natural resources utilization, level of depletion,
degradation, etc. It will also make possible analysis of the economic
benefits of environmental projects and of their social costs. The initial
phases of the establishment of such accounting are already under way with the
preparation of country. environmental profiles in collaboration with the
World Bank, regional banks and bilateral programmes. These profiles will
serve, inter alia, as a source of information for the modification of existing
national legislation regarding the environment and the promulgation of new
laws and regulations for environmental conservation.
31. UNDP will in future attach special importance to projects to study and
deal with the technological and scientific problems arising from pollution of
the environment by farming and industrial activities owing, inter alia, to the
intensive use of fertilizers and pesticides and to the vastly increasing
quantities of toxic wastes and chemical and nuclear discharges. Another
priority for UNDP's future environmental projects will be to study the best
ways of helping rural populations to pursue their agricultural activities
without degrading the soil or depleting other natural resources.
32. While the environmental projects which in future will be given priority
in UNDP funding appear to cover a sUfficiently broad field, it nevertheless
seems to the Inspectors that UNDP should extend further assistance to
developing countries in training more specialists and scientists in all fields
of environmental conservation - ranging from formulation of policies and
strategies. through rese~rch, management and organization, and on to
implementation of action plans °

/
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CHAPTER 4
UNEP AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
33. Unlike UNDP and the specialized agencies, UNEP is neither a fund for
financing operational activities nor an agency for their execution. The role
assigned to UNEP is rather that of a focal point and a mechani~ for
co-ordinating the environmental activities of the United Nations system. In
addition to its co-ordinating responsibility UNEP catalyses and stimulates
action in respect of environmental protection and improvement. It monitors
the global environmental situtation, identifies priority evolving
environmental issues, assesses their significance, builds up awareness of
~lvironmental problems and of the ways and means of dealing with them,
catalyses expert and intergovernmental consensus and agreements at
subregional, regional and global levels to deal with environmental problems
and challenges, makes available to Governments and concerned institutions
guidance and assistance on environmental assessment, planning and management,
and also promotes environmental education and training. In all its activities
,UNEP works closely with the organizations and bodies of ~he United Nations
system, international development institutions, the scientific community and
concerned intergovernmental bodies, and non-governmental organizations.
34. In 1988, UNEP's project commitments totalled $US 27.5 million, spread
over approximately 10 major programmes ranging from continuous monitoring of
the environment to regional co-operation, and encompassing protection of
water, the oceans, desertification control, terrestrial ecosystems management,
etc. (see table 4).
Table 4.

UNEP:

1988 project commitments

Activities

Commitment
$'

-------------------~----------------------------------------------------

Monitoring and assessment
Information exchange
Oceans
Water
Terrestrial ecosystems management
Desertification control
Environmental health
Peace, arms race and environment
Technology and environment
Support measures
Technical and regional co-operation

3 541 070

2 582 824
3 108 699
1 394 107
2 424 267
3 581
709
176
1 689
5 243

517
008
452
470
533

1 929 629

-----------------------------------------------------------------------26 380 577
Total Fund programme activities
Fund programme reserve

1 145 094

-----------------------------------------------------------------------27 525 671
Grand total
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Source:

UNEP, 1989 Annual Report of the Executive Director, p. 91.
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- 12 35. The statistics providell....gy UNEP (reports by the Executive Director,
biennial budsets, etc.) do not.. '·break 'down expenditure by components (experts
consultants, fellowships, courses, seminars) or by type of activity
(strengthening of institutional infrastructure; policy, strategy or programn~
development; creation of statistical services; research; analysis). The
Inspectors suggest that UNEP should process its internal data to provide
interested parties (Governments and united Nations organizations) with
statistics conducive to a better analysis of its activities and to policy
planning based on actual figures.
I

36. The geographical breakdown of UNEP's operational expenditure reveals two
features (see table 5). On the one hand, interregional and global projects
account for almost two thirds of the total. On the other, the breakdown
between the five regions shows that Africa receives the largest share. Here
again, UNEP's statistics do not provide a breakdown of activities at the
country level.
Table 5.

UNEP: Geographical breakdown of 1988 project
expenditure commitments
Commitments
(United states
dollars)

Percentage of
total commitments

Regional projects:
Africa
Asia
Latin America
North America
Europe

3 460 663
2 347 146
1 931 105
30 000
237 100

12.6
8.5

SUb-total

8 006 014

29.1

Interregional projects

1 541 677

5.6

Global projects

17 977 980

65.3

Grand total

27 525 671

100.0

Source:

7.0
0.1
0.9

UHEP, 1988 Annual Report of the Executive Director, p. 91.

37. The problems posed by the environment and the solutions required are to a
very large extent global and it is understandable that UNEP's global and
interregional projects should receive the bulk of the funds allocated to
ope~ational activities.
Nevertheless, the fact remains that, whether the
funds are allocated to the global, interregional, regional or national
projects and programmes, they amount to very little even for UNEP's role of
co-ordinating and influencing the activities of the United Nations system.
The Inspectors therefore unreservedly endorse decision 15/1 adopted by the
Governing Council of UW8P in Hay 1989 in which it set a target of $100 million
for contributions to the Environment Fund by the year 1992 and called upon
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Governments, especially in the developed countries, to increase their
contributions to the Fund by at least 35 per cent from the 1989 level.

~/

38. The Inspectors also endorse the suggestions of UNEP's Executive Director
concerning the need to concentrate UNEP' s ·resources and activities on a number
of priority issues, while taking into account the specific socio-economic
conditions of each country. 2/ Furthennore, the Inspectors are convinced that
by focusing efforts it will be possible to provide a solution to the problem
of UNEP's scant financial resources and their excessive dispersion.
39. Lastly, the Inspectors agree that the issues to which UNEP wishes to give
priority are indeed those that constitute the most dangerous threats to
environment: (i) climate change due to global warming, ozone-layer depletion
and acid rain, and deforestation particularly of tropical forests;
(ii) depletion of fresh water supplies; (iii) pollution of oceans and coastal
zones; (iv) land degradation, including desertification; (v) impoverishment of
biological diversity; and lastly (vi) pollution by hazardous wastes and toxic
chemicals. These problems largely overlap those identified by UNDP and there
is almost complete agreement on that score among a number of United Nations
specialized agencies and the World Bank.
40. At the country level, UNEP operates within the framework of two major
progranwes: monitoring and management of the environment. As regards
monitoring, UNEP collects data and statistics by countries. In the future,
UNEP plans to increase the number of countries covered. As far as technical
co-operation in the sphere of environmental management is concerned, UNEP acts
at the request of countries, in general by making a study of their needs,
after which it endeavours to draw up a plan of action and, if possible, to
find a donor countI'y, an organization, or a group of countries prepared to
finance the plan. In order to prime the pump, UNEP provides some seed money.
Some recipient countries set up a trust fund. In general, however, UNEP's
assistance to countries is used to help them draw up environmental legislation
and strengthen environmental training institutions, analyse environmental
problems and prepare environmental development policy. Lastly, UNEP helps
developing countries to go through the necessary procedures for accession to
intenlational conventions on the environment and in certain cases defrays some
of the costs involved.
41. As to the aid provided by UNEP in connection with environment-related
operational projects, it is limited to assistance in preparing project
documents, while implementation of the projects is left to the specialized
agencies concerned and theiI' funding to UNDP and/or the specialized agency, as
the case may be. Thus, UNDP, UNEP and the agencies act each from its own
standpoint and at its own level, and it is rarely that they have jointly
formulated a national environmental project. The co-operation between the
three partners is rather administrative or procedural. In the Inspectors'
view, it should be possible to establish deeper organic collaboration between
them on a multi-disciplinary basis at the time of UNDP's country progrsnuning
~I
Section V of decision 15/1 of the Governing Council of UNEP, endorsed
by General Assembly's resolution 44/229.

~I
See (a) UNEP/GC 1515 of 3 March 1989, Introductory report of the
Executive Director, pp. 2 and 3: "Key issues in focus"; (b) priorit.y
Envit"onrnental Issues: "Report of the Execut.ive Director" UliEP/GCSS.II/2 and
(c) the Report of the Governing Council on the work of its Second special
Session, 1-3 August 1990, United Nations General Assembly document No.25

(A/45/25).
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and general IPF cycle progr~ing. However, this raises the problem of UNEP's
scant resources which do not permit it to be present everywhere when such
programmes are prepared and even less whenever a project having environmental
implications is drafted.
42. To cope with this problem, UNEP drew up guidelines for the use of
UNDP Resident Rept'esentatives to help them fully to take into account the
environmental impact when formulating projects involving UNOP or other United
Nations agencies. However, in the Inspectors' view this is not enough; to be
effective UNEP's action needs to occur at the IPF programming level so as to
ensure that greater resources are allocated to the environment and that the
latter is integrated into development. This will depend on the initiative and
determination of each UNDP Resident Representative, since UNEP has no way of
making them adopt that approach.
43. Ideally, UNDP Resident Representatives should be simultaneously appointed
UNEP Resident Representatives. However, this raises the issue of
strengthening UUDP bureaux, thereby inevitably entailing extra expenditure.
Moreover, the Resident Representatives would then depend administratively and
institutionally on two different bodies - UNOP and UNEP - a situation that
would undoubtedly result in conflicts of authority and extra expenditure
for UNEP. For the time being, co-operation between UNEP, UNOP and the
specialized agencies is not as it should be and therefore the Inspectors
suggest that it should be stt'engthened by making greater and more efficient
use of the co-ordination channels and machinery.

UNEP's co-operation with the specialized agencies currently takes several
forms.
UHEP is, for instance, collaborating with WHO, UNESCO and WHO and
others to collect and consolidate monitoring data as part of the Global
Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS). With FAO, UNEP co-operates in the
preparation of genetic-resources progt'ammes. UNEP's role in all this is to
see what trends are emerging with regard to the environment in order to arrive
at rules of conduct for its best possible management.
44.

45. Co-operation also takes place by way of, and with the assistance of,
mechanisms of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC), in which
UNEP acts as the lead agency for activities of the Designated Officials on
Environmental Matters (DOEM). Similarly, UNEP played a major role in
co-ordinating the preparation of the System-Wide Medium-Term Environment
Programme for the period 1990-1995 (SWMTEP 11). 10/

These co-ordination mechanisms have probably helped to create a better
awareness of the importance of the environment. Still, much remains to be
done before every United Rations orsanization translates that awareness into
specific policies, decisions and actions. The Inspectors believe that
progress is nee~ed, in particular as t'egards integration of the envi~onment
into the very design process of the programmes of all the funds and agencies
of the system as an indisp~nsable and inseparable part of the developmental
objectives of those programmes. Every programme should, from the outset,
contribute both to preserving the environment and to development. In
particular, efforts should be made to enable United Nations system officials
to acquire specialized training that integrates protection and safeguard of
the environment with their speciality, whatever it may be. Thus, each United
Mations officer will link the environment and his speciality from the start
and design programmes that are sound not only technically but also from the
points of view of the environment and development.
46.

121

UHBP.GCSS.I/&l, Add, 1.
/
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CHAPTER 5
ENVIRONMENTAL FOCUS OF PROJECTS FINANCED BY THE UNITED NATIONS
47. This chapter will endeavour to review among the actrvities of the United
Nations secretariat, mainly the Department of International Economic and
Social Affairs (DIESA). the Regional Commissions and the Department of
Technical Co-operation for Development (DTeD). those having a direct impact
from the point of view of the environmental focus of technical co-operation
projects.
A.

Department of Internationial Economic and Social Affairs (DIESA)

48.
DIESA plays an appreciable role in environmental matters, principally al
three levels:

(a) Development of the conceptual framework methodologies and
organization of the collection of environment statistics;
(b)
Preparation and implementation of a system of modified national
accounts incorporating the ~lvironrnent into economic accounting;
(c)
Modelling of and reporting on sustainable development with a view to
providing conceptual clarification, assessment of concerns and objectives, and
policy recommendation.
49.
DIESA' s interest in the gathering of environment statistics which wou Id
better measure changes in the state of the environment and help to prepsLe
environment policies on the basis of quantitative data goes back to the late
~970s, when the United Nations Statistical Office. under the guidance of the
Statistical Commission of the United Nations and with financial support from
UNEP, initiated its environment statistics programme.
The first phase of the
programme, lasting ft'om 1978 to 1982, involved surveys to determine needs for
environment statistics and the means used by countries and international
organizations to collect such statistics. 11/ On the basis of these surveys,
a second phase was initiated in o~der to p~vide countries with a methodology
for establishing environment-statistics collection services. 121

50. This methodology differentiates environment statistics according to
whether they concern the "man-made" or nature. Those in the first category
relate to the environment as created by human activities. i.e., human
settlements, and those in the second to changes in the natural environment.
DIESA has already developed a methodology for statistics of the human
settlement 13/ and intends to make available to countries and United Nations
bodies in the near future a methodology for the compilation of statisti~s on
the natural environment. The purpose of these methodologies is to put fOt'ward
concepts. definitions and classifications of statistical variables for
assessing the major environmental problems of each country. and to provide
planners, administrators and politicians with quantified information on the
trend of the environment.
III See. Survey of Environment Statistics: Frameworks, Approaches and
Statistical Publications (United Nations Publication Sales No. E.82.XVII.4)
and Directory of Environment statistics (United Nations Publication, Sales No.
E.S3. XVII .12).

12/ See, A Framework for the Development of Environment Statistics
(Statistical Papers Series M. No. 78. United Nations. New York. 1984).
13/ Concepts and Methods of Environment Statistics - Human Settlements
Statistics. United Nations, New York, 1988.
/
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51.

The compilation of national envit"onment statistics complements the
of economic, social and demographic statistics. Fot" the
~ompat"ative evaluation of economic and environmental data, envit"onmental costs
and benefits and the value of natut"al assets can be incorporated in modified
national accounts. The methodologies at"e being developed by the Statistical
Office, in collabot"ation with the Wot"ld Bank, UNEP and othet" oq~anizations,
within the ft"amework of the united Nations System of National Accounts (SNA).
A ft"amework fot" integt"ated envit"onmental and economic accounting has already
been developed 14/ and will fot"ID the basis for a 'Handbook of Envil"onmental
Accounting' to be issued in the SNA Handbook Series.
~ollection

52. Lastly, in the context of the implementation of United Nations
GeneLal Assembly t"esolutions 42/186 and 42/187, DIESA is helping to cladfy
the concept of sustainable development 15/ and supet"vising the pt"epat"ation of
an input/output study of the wot"ld economy intended to identify and assess
development stt"ategies that will not be damaging to the envit"onment.
At the
initiative of the Government of Norway, DIESA is cart"ying out a multi-yeat"
study on the development of a global input-output model which could be applied
to make long-term projections of both tt"aditional economic indicatoL's and the
most impot"tant envit"onmental charactet"istics, taking into account
technological choi~es. This will provide a foundation for policy analyses of
alternative global developments for achieving environmentally sound and
sust.ainable development. In addition, DIESA' s reseat"ch and analysis in the
field of natut"al resout"ces, notably energy and ft"esh watet" , provide a bettet"
undet"standing of the intet"t"elationships between t"esout"ce use and its
envit"onmental impacts and promote co-opet"ation and co-ot"dination among the
organizations of the United Nations system.
53. The Inspectot"s at"e of the opinion that while all these activities cannot
but be appreciated, it would seem that the distt"ibution of tasks among DIESA,
UNEP and the regional commissions is far ft"om rational Ot" economical. In
ot"det" to achieve bette!.'" co-ot"dination between DIESA/Statistical Office, the
regional commissions and UNEP, it will be necessat"y to t"each an agt"eement
which, for example, assigns t"egional enviroTunent statistics to the commissions
and the consolidation of the statistics wOt"ld-wide to DIESA, and pt"ovides for
the setting up of a joint UNEP/DIESA unit to analyse and stUdy methods of
integt"ating envit"onmental and developmental statistics.

B.

The Regional Commissions

54. The regional commissions play a very limi~ed part in cat"rying out
projects since the country projects financed by UNEP are mainly concerned with
sectot"s covet"ed by the specialized agencies and are tilus natut"ally entrusted
to them fOt" execution. While bearing this in mind, howevet", it should be
stressed that the regional commissions attach varied impot"tance to
envit"olunental problems. The nature and aPPt"oach of the envit"onment prognmlllles
1~1
See, "System of National Accounts Framework for Integrated
Environmental and Economic Accountin~": 21st General Conference of the
International Association for Research on Income and Wealth, Lahnstein, West
Germany, 20-25 August 1989. Session 1, Satelli te and Adjunct Accounts in the
National Accounts.

15/ See, "Sustainable Development - A Conceptual Framewot"k" , DIESA,
October 1989.
I • ••
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of each regional commission are conditioned by the g90g~aphical situation and
the stage of economic, social and human development of the region concerned.
1.
55.

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)

The environment activities of ECA consist mainly in:

(a) helping the states of the region to train senior staff for
enviL'onmental duties;
(b) holding conferences and seminars and producing studies on the
environment and development; and
(c)

taking part in the execution of regional projects.

In its Natural Resources Division, ECA has an Environment Unit, which seems to
indicate that the natural aspect of the environment takes precedence. This is
only an impression, however, for in ECA programmes it is the human envirorunent
and the socio-economic conditions that predominate.
56. It is therefore not surprising to notice that the legislative organ of
ECA, i.e., the Conference of African Ministers responsible for Economic
Development and Planning adopted in April 1989 a resolution 16/ identifying
the deterioration of environment in Africa as a major socio-economic problem
requiring urgent action.
57. ECA also contributed, by preparing documents and studies, to the First
African Regional Conference on Environment apd Sustainable Development, held
in June 1989 under the auspices of ECA and UNEP, pursuant to United Nations
General Assembly resolution 42/186. That Conference adopted, inter alia, a
Plan of Action and a Declaration known as the Declaration of Kampala. It may
be noted that this Plan of Action reconunends, inter alia, that the environment
be considered as an integral part of the subject-matter of studies and
training at all levels. 121
58. All these conferences, decisions, plans of action and declarations,
together with the preparatory work and recommendations of the Joint
Intergovernmental Regional Committee on Human Settlements and Environment of
the African Hinisterial Conference on the EnvirOnment (AHCEN), serve to shape
the ECA technical co-operation programmes. 181 Within the region, ECA is
playing, for instance, an active part, together with WHO, in setting up the
African Centre for Meteorolosical Applications for Development (ACKAD) , which
is to be established this year at Niamey (Niger).

161 Resolution 66 (XXIV) concerning an African Alternative Framework for
structural Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery and
Transformation (AAF-SAP).

111 ECA, report of the First African Regional Conference on Environment
and SUstainable Development, Kampala, Uganda, 12-16 June 1989
(ECA/NRD/ARCED/MC/3, para. 23 (e».
181

Cairo, 14-16 October 1988.
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Economic Commission for Europe (ECE)

59. The action of ECE regarding the environment is defined by
decision A (43), adopted at the Commission's forty-third session in
April 1988. That decision makes recommendations for the follow-up in the ECE
region of General Assembly resolutions 42/186 (Envit'onmental Perspective) and
42/187 (Report of the World Commission), and of the "Regional Steategy for
Environmental Protection and Rational Use of Natural Resources in EeE Member
Countries covering the period up to the Year 2000 and Beyond". 19/
60. An Ad hoc Heeting of Experts 20/ was held by ECE in October 1988. It
considered the programmes revised by the Executive Secretary of the Commission
and adopted a series of proposals concerning the promotion of sustainable
development and a rational environment. Among them was a proposal that the
Senior Advisers to ECE Governments on Environmental and Water Problems and the
Senior Economic Advisers should reinforce regional co-operation in such
specific areas as combating atmospheric and chemical pollution, protecting the
soil and processing toxic wastes. These proposals were communicated to the
subsidiary bodies of ECE to help them identify and assess the activities in
question before the proposals are implemented. Urgent and important
environmental problems facing eastern European countries actually emerging
will, for sure, need more attention from ECE.
3.

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC)

61. ECLAC and UNEP have a joint unit (Joint ECLAC/UNEP Development and
Environment Unit), which is responsible for implementing a specific
envi.ronment programme. Co-operation between ECLAC and the countries of the
region in regard to the environment involves a large number of projects
jointly financed by ECLAC, UNEP and the beneficiary countries.
62. During the last decjlde, ECLAC has been asked to give effect to a number
of resolutions concerning the environment. Resolution 422 (XIX) of 1981, on
the Latin American Development Decade, requested ECLAC to promote measures to
eliminate wastage and further develop less polluting energies. In 1984, ECLAC
adopted resolutions 461 (XX) and 462 (XX), concerning, respectively, water
resource conservation activities and programmes for the elaboration of
suitable human settlements policies. In 1988, resolution 496 (XXII) required
the Executive Secretary of ECLAC to review his organization's programmes in
order to direct them towards the promotion of sustainable development and a
rational environment, taking into account the report of the World Commission
on Environment and Development, and to prepare a report on the action taken by
ECLAC to this end, for submission to the Economic and Social Council and the
General Assembly.
63. The region is too vast and its environmental problems are too srave and
the UNEP S regional office in Mexico cannot cope with all of them as noticed
by the Inspectors who.are of the opinion that more efforts should be deployed
by UNEP to face them efficiently. To remedy this situation, UNEP should take
the necessary steps to strengthen its regional office or preferably to create
subregional offices particularly in South America to come close to the
countries concerned.
I

19/

See document ECA/AC.18/R.l.

201

See report of the Ad hoc Meeting of Experts, ECE/AC.18/2.
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- 19 64. More recently, in October 1989, on the proposal of UNEP and the
Inter-American Development Bank (lDB) and jointly with UNEP and ECLAC, a
meeting of senior Latin American politicians and scientists was held in New
York with the participation of four Latin American Heads of state. The
meeting adopted an appeal that the region should "receive a major financial
contribution ft'om the industrialized countries and a larger transfer of
technology" for conservation of the ecology and prevention of environmental
risks. This group of eminent persons asked UNDP, lOB, UNEP and ECLAC to take
the necessary act.ion to ensut"e response to the appeal and to contt"ibut.e to t.he
regional preparation of t.he 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development.
4.

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP)

65. ESCAP co-operates more with UNDP than with UNEP. It may even be said
that relations between ESCAP and UNEP are difficult although both
organizations are located in the same city. UNEP seems to have suspended its
contribution to financing the Joint ESCAP/UNEP Unit and its regional office in
Bangkok does not keep ESCAP informed of its activities.
66. Be that as it may, ESCAP has a well-appointed Environmental Co-ordinating
Unit (ECU), which is responsible for co-ordinating all ESCAP environment
activities, and the Executive Secretary has given precise instructions to all
departments of ESCAP to include environmental aspects in the Commission's
programmes of work.
67. The Commission, whic.h, for the process of integrating environment
protection into basic development objectives, uses the picturesque and
interesting expression "greening development", adopted a number of resolutions
during the 1980s concerning the focusing of its activities on the integration
of envirotunent protection into development. Resolution 202 (XXXVI), adopted
in 1980, calls upon th~ ESCAP's Executive Secretary, in collaboration with
other organizations in the United Nations system, particularly the
United Nations Environment Programme, to promote and support regional
co-oparation for the formulation of national environment policies, the
execution of programmes and projects aiming at the improvement of legislation
on the environment in the Asian and Pacific region.
68. In 1985, the Ministerial-level Conference on the Environment in Asia and
the Pacific adopted a Declaration and a Framework for Action Plans for the
Management of the Asian Environment, which recommended that united Nations
bodies, international, regional and subregional organizations,
non-governmental organizations concerned with the environment, financing
agencies within and outside the United Nations system and donor countries,
should all actively support the implementation of environment programmes and
projects.
69. In 1988 resolution 267 (XLIV) was adopted, urging Member states of EsCAP
to focus their efforts on solving environmental problems that affect the
well-being of t~e people of the Asian and Pacific region. Lastly, in
October 1989, ESCAP organized, jointly with UNDP, a Meeting of Eminent Persons
on Greening the Development Process, the work of which was submitted to the
Ministerial Meeting of October 1990 on the environment in the Asian and
Pacific region.
/
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- 20 70. ESCAP is implementing, mainly with UNDP funds, regional projects (but
hardly any country projects), such as the Inter-country Project on managing
the environmental dimensions of sound and sustainable development;
strengthening of the Regional Network of Research and Training Centres on
Desertification control; and strengthening the Conservation and Management of
critical Ecosystems.
5.

Economic and Social Commission for western Asia (ESCWA)

71. The Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia, recognizing the
increasing importance of the environment, has adopted a variety of measures to
give this area a boost. In early 1989, a specialized Unit was established,
and towards the end of 1989, a flew division incorporating Human Settlements
and the Environment was established. In April 1990, the Division was
supported with a regional adviser on envirof~ent.
72. In preparation for the Global Conference on Environment and Development,
ESCWA is preparing for the convening of a Regional Conference on Environment
and Development tentatively planned for May 1991. To give the conference
larger participation, ESCWA intends to invite Arab countries outside ESCWA
region to participate fully in the Conference. Contacts are being made with
tll~ Tee.bnie-at Secretariat of tbe Council of Arab Ministries for the
Environment, and with united Nations Environment Programme in Bahrain.
73. As regards projects, ESCWA is embarking on implementing four projects in
the field of environment in the region. The proj ects are jointly financed by
ESCWA and UNEP, while host countries are participating in kind.
74. These projects are expected to be implemented during the years 1990-1992
and are as follows:
1. Assessment of ~ter resources in the ESCWA region using remote
sensing techniques. Total cost 430,000 US dollars;
2.

Jordan.

strengthening environmental planning and management capabilities in
Total cost 150,000 US dollars;

3. Regional survey of production and consumption of materials harmful to
the ozone lay&r~ Total cost 100,000 US dollars;
4. Formulati~ of national plans of action to combat desertification and
preparation of follow-up project documents for Bahrain, Oman, United Arab
Emirates and Yemen. Total cost 519,000 US dollars.
C.

Department of Technical go-operation for Development (DTCD)

75. DTCD, which has. under its purview a'ft'iIOnI other sectors, energy and
natural resources; co-operates with Member States in combatting the pollution
related to these;sectors. Its activities in'this area go back to the
beginning of the 19109. The Committee on NaturallResources (CNR) laid down
guidelines for ae~ion in 1972 which were adopted by the Economic and Social
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Council the same year. ll/ Principle No. 7 of the guidelines recommends
promotion of the management of natural resources, taking into account the
consequences that their exploitation would have on all ecosystems, and
protection of the environment by the adoption of adequate conservation
measures.
76.
In 1989, the CNR adopted a decision 22/ on the prevention and mitigation
of disasters which may result from the development and utilization of natural
resources. This resolution was endorsed by ECOSOC, which, in addition,
adopted a resolution 23/ on the need to take action to reduce pollutant
emissions caused by energy production.

77. In the same year, DTCD prepared an internal document identifying the
steps to be taken by Department officials to incorporate consideration.s
concerning ecological and envirorunental impacts in the preparation of all
proj ect documents.
78. DTCD is carrying out a programme comprising some thousand projects, the
total cost of which is over $US 150 million. Nearly 70 per cent of this sum
is to come from UNDP. Some of these projects are aimed at achieving better
use of fossil energies, reducing emissions and ensuring less pollution of the
enviI-onment, and conserving forests by reducing felling and developing
replacement energies such as solar, wind and water energy. other projects are
intended to promote better management of water resources, monitoring of water
quality, and the revision and adaptation of legislation conce~ing water
development. Lastly, another category of projects is designed to combat
el1vironmental pollution resulting from the exploitation of mining resources
and ore-processing, in partiCUlar by training national officials specializing
in techniques for protection of the environment against mining pollution.
79. As may be seen, awareness of the importance of protecting the environment
against pollution and integt:'ation of envirotunent conservation in those sectors
into the very bases of development are not only realities within DTCD, but
practical steps are being taken to ensure that this is reflected in projects
implemented by that Department. What raises a problem, however, is the
shortage of financial means compared with the enormous requirements.
21/

See ECOSOC resolution 1673 of 2 June 1972 on Natural Resources.

22/ See decision 11/1 an Disaster Prevention and Mitigation in
Developing and Utilizing Natural Resources.
23/ ECOSOC resolution 1989/6 on Development of Energy Resources and
Efficient Use of Energy Production and Utilization of Infrastructures.
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CHAPTER 6
UNITED NATIONS SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL
FOCUS OF THEIR PROJECTS
80. It is impossible to cover the activities in the field of environment of
all the specialized agencies in this report without extending it unduly.
Hence the five largest organizations (WHO, FAO, lLO, UNIDO AND UNESCO) in
terms of the volume of funds allocated to projects will be considered. These
five agencies alone account for two thirds of the funds allocated to technical
co-operation by the United Nations system (see Table 6).
Table 6
Total agency technical co-operation project eX'Penditure
by source of financing for the biennium 1986-1987
(millions of Us dollars)

Agency

Regular
programme

UNDP

Other
extrabudgetary

Total

Share of UNOP in
total expenditure

--_ .. _------------------------------------------------------------------------

WHO

420

37

364

821

11~

FAO

72

262

303

637

-'ll~

lLO

24

95

100

219

43~

6

142

50

198

72~

10

63

77

150

42~

UNIDO
UN&:SCO
Total
Remaining
entit.ies ~/
All agencies

532
(26")

599
(30")

(114")

894

2 025
(l00"l.)

150·:

701

1107

1 258

682,_
(21'1.),

1 300
(39'-)

1 301

3 283

(401.)

(100"1.)

,

L-Source:
~/

Reports of the UWDP Administrator of 1988 (OP/1988/S4) and of
1990 (DP/1990/9/Corr.1) on Agency Support Costs.

UNDP/OPSj.ICAO, World Bank, lTU, UNCTAD, ITe, UNCHS, AsDB, ECA,
ESCAP, ECLAC, ECK, ESCWA, WHO, lAEA, WIPO, UPU and WTO.
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81. As the table shows, the sha~e of UNDP in the funding of technical
co-operation p~ojects, which averages ~O per cent, varies very widely as
between agencies: only 4 per cent for WHO and 72 per cent for UNlDO. This is
attributable to several factors, analysis of which is beyond the scope of this
report. It should be noted here, however, that some agencies, such as WHO,
manage to raise large sums (regular programme and extrabudgetary ~esources)
and apply them to funding technical co-operation projects.

82. WHO Programme No. 11 relates to the promotion of environmental health.
This programme establishes a direct link between the environment and pUblic
health. It comprises five subprogrammes: (i) conum.mity water supply and
sanitation; (ii) environmental health in rural and urban development and
housing; (iii) health risk assessment of potentially toxic chemicals;
(iv) control of environmental health hazards; and (v) food safety. 24/
83. To cover such a wide range of tasks it is obviously necessary to adopt a
multidisciplinary approach and to call on the services of specialists in a
number of fields, ranging from doctors and epidelTliologists to economists ana
financiers, and including health engineers, chemists and biochemists.
84. This programme involves the WHO secretariat in Geneva and the regional
offices, which co-operate with the countries in each region in carrying out
hundreds of projects covering all aspects of environmental health, from
domestic hygiene to radiation protection, and including monitoring of food
contamination and dangerous waste management.
85. The activities of WHO at the regional and world levels to promote a
healthy environment are just as important as the implementation of national
projects. They comprise the establishment of regional centres and the setting
up of networks of specialized institutions.
86. At the regional level. WHO has financed four regional centres: the Pan
American Centre for Sanitary Engineering and Environmental Sciences (CEPIS)
established in LilTla in 1968; the Pan American Centre for Ecology and Health
(ECO) established in Mexico in 1979; the Western pacific Regional Centre for
t.he Promotion of Environmental Planning and Applied Studies (PEPAS)
~stablished in Kuala Lumpur in 1979 and the Centre for Environmental Healtb
Activities (elK!) est.ablished in Amman in 1985.
87.
At the world level, mention must be made of the network comprising over
66 institut.ions in 31 countries, through which WHO, in collaboration with UNEP

and lLO, sponsored the International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS).
These institutions carry out research to determine the effects of chemicals on
health and have already drawn up several standards and guides, including: (i)
the Environmental Health Criteria for assessing the danger constituted by
chemicals for human health and the environment; (ii) the Health and Safety
Guides used by practitioners to ensure protection against chemicals; and (iii)
the International Chemical Safety cards which provide workers and employers
with information on protection in factories and in agricult.ure.
24/ See WHO: Global Medium-term Programme 1990-1995, Programme No. 11,
Promotion of Environmental Health.
/
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- 24 88. WHO also plays an active part, alongside UNEP and FAO, in the work of
another network: the Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS), which
includes over 520 observation stations monitoring pollution of air, water,
food, natural resources, rivers, lakes and oceans, in over 60 countries. In
the near future GEMS will also monitor environmental radioactivity.
89. The Director-General has established a few years ago a high-level
Commission on Health and Environment to make an inventory of WHO knowledge of
the impact of environmental changes on human health, indicate areas where
further research is needed, and lay the basis for WHO to develop strategies to
tackle the problem of health in the context of environment and development in
the future. 25/
2.

FAO

90. The conservation of natural resources ranks high among the main tasks of
FAO. Since it was first set up, FAO has constantly worked for rational use of
their natural resources by its Member States, and to this end it has devised
programmes intended, inter alia, to promote environmental conservation in
agriculture, fisheries and forests (prevention of soil degradation, control of
desertification, conservation and use of genetic resoyrces, management of
forests and of marine resources, etc.).
/
91. FAO ~orks in close co-operation with other United Nations bodies in all
matters connected with environmental protection and the development of
agriculture, forests, fisheries and food production. In co-operation with
UNEP, FAO has executed nearly 80 projects and a further 15 are unde~ay in
areas related to agro-chernicals, genetic resources wildland management., marine
pollution and integrated pest management. FAO also co-operates with UNE? and
the World Conservation Union (IUCN) in co-ordinating joint activities as part
of the Ecosystem Conservation Group (ECG); with UNESCO in executing the Man
and Biosphere Programme (HAS), particularly as regards protection of arid and
semi-arid zones and implementation of the Action Plan for Biosphere Reserves;
and with UNSO and other co-sponsors in the Consultative Group for
Desertification Control (DESCOU).

FAO has played important roles in the preparation of a number of
international policies, programmes and legal instruments having a direct
effect on environmental conservation. For example, in the last 10 years, the
following have been put into effect: the World Soil Charter (1982), which
serves as a reference standard for soil conservation; the International
Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources (1983); the Strategy for Fisheries
Management and D&velopment, which has led to the adoption of guidelines and
pri~rities for the rational utilization and conservation of fisheries
resources; the International Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of
Pesticides (1985), which sets standards for the distribution and use of
pesticides in order to prevent abuses and health risk; and the Tropical
Forestry Action. Plan (1985), which provides a framework for progr~ing
investments to conserve tropical forests. Recently, FAO has collaborated in
the preparation of a legal instrument in the Conservation and Use of
Biological Diversity and will co-ordinate the preparation of an instrument for
the Conservation and Development of Forests.
92.

25/ See draft report of WHO Commission on Health and Environment,
Interim Report EB/87/Inf. Doe/4.
/
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~3.
In 1969, FAO set up an Interdepartmental Wo~king Group (IDWG) on Natural
IResources and the Human Environment to eo-ordinate inte~departmental
lactivities in various areas oJ the environment and to prepat"e for the
jstockholm Confe~ence. This mechanism functioned until FebLUary 1990 when FAD
jappointed a Special Adviser to the Di~ector-Gene~al for Environment and
ISustainable Development with the rank of Assistant Director-General and
lestablished a steering Committee for Environment and Sustainable Development
rat ADG level.

94. In June 1990, the title of the rDWG was changed to the IOWG on
Environment. and sustainable Development and its rept'esentation raised to
Director level. Its main responsibilities are to develop pt'oposals for
Ifflultidisciplinat·y activities and to monitor and co-ordinate the implemenlat.i.on
of these proposals, once endorsed by the steering Committee.
95. Ad hoc groups and task forces of the IDWG continue to address spec i f ie
technieal matters and develop joint programme initiatives. At the present.
time such groups exist for the following topics: sustainable Development,
Biological Oivet"sity, Climate Change, Desertification Control and Energy.
Other interdepartmental mechanisms include the IDWG on Land Use Planning and
its groups on Geographic lnfo~ation Systems and on Mixed Production Systems;
and an Interdepartmental Steering Committee which helps to guide the TFAP.
96. Envirollffiental Impact Assessment (EIA) is the primary mechanism by which
FAO ensures that its field projects do not cause significant negative
environmental effects and that opportunities to improve environmental
conditions are identified and exploited. The EIA procedures followed by FAO
classify projects acco~ding to their potential for causing detrimental effect.s
on the environment. After an initial screening, a deeper analysis is made and
when necessary, technical studies are carried out to determine the me~ns of
avoiding or mitigating negative effects. Monitoring of the projects is
conducted during implementation to ensure that the steps taken are sufficient
to pt"otect the environment and that the environmental objectives a~e achieved.

97. The Inspectors are convinced that the above actions are timely,
especially as the proportion of FAO technical co-operation p~ojects with
environmental components is increasing.
3.

ILO

98. By its own Constitution, ILO is required to help Member States to improve
their working environment. Accord ingly, ILO strives to achieve this
objective., particularly through its standard setting activities. ILO
programmes regarding occupational safety and health, as well as conditions of
work and welfare facilities, make a major contribution to preserving a safe
and healthy environment. The Working Environment (Air Pollution, Noise and
Vibration) Convention of 1977, the Occupationl Safety and Health Convention of
1981, the Safety and Health in Construction Convention of 1988 and the 1990
Convention on the Safe Use of Chemicals at Work are examples of the
contribution made by the ILO through the adoption of intet"national standards.

99. lLO also carries on activities at the international, reglonal and
national levels to promote and support efforts to reduce occupational diseases
and to improve the working environment (preparation and dissemination of
compendiums and directives, meetings of experts, production of studies and
training manuals).
/
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100. Heetings of the ILO's tripartite constituents, the annual International
Labour Conference and several Industrial Committees have shown a growing
interest in environmental protection and have adopted resolutions concerning
issues related to the improvement of the working environment, control and
elimination of toxic wastes and environmental training, employment, poverty
and development.
101. The ILO Prograrrane and Budget Proposals for 1990-1991 make environment
concerns one of four priority themes. The System-Wide Medium Term Environment
Programme (SWKTEP 11) for 1990-1995 identifies aver 50 specific proposals for
action by the ILO relating to improvements in the working environment,
environmental training and awareness, and labour and social implications of
environmental activities related to industry, agriculture and settlements.
102. In addition to all the activities financed from its regular budget, ILO
cst:'ries out practical activities linking work and protection of the working
environment. These activities are part of the ILO International Programme for
the Improvement of Working Conditions and Environment (PIACT) adopted in 1976.
103. Within the ft:'amework of technical co-operation, the ILO is carrying out
several projects financed either by UNOP or from other ILO extra-budgetary
resources provided by multilateral donors. These projects help Governments to
fOl~late and implement national industrial safety and health policies
(monitoring and prevention of priority risks, including risks in mining and
construction and chemical risks). In addition, there are projects supporting
employers' and workers' organizations, especially through training activities,
to enable them to deal more effectively with environmental issues.
104. ILO co-operates actively with other United Nations bodies in carrying out
these acti.vities. In particular, mention must be made of the joint
ILO/UNEP/WHO International Progranune on Chemical Safety (IPCS), and. of the
co-operati.on between ILO and IA!!:A to protect workers exposed to· radiation.
1

105. While appreciating the great efforts made by ILO to establish closer
links between liIork problems and protection of the environment, the Inspectors
suggest that ILO should establish a procedure for examining operational
projects that takes ecological considerations into account. In this regard,
some exchange of views with FAO, for instance, to benefit from their
experience described in paragraph 96, with due account of the specific mandate
of each organization, would be helpful.

106. Until last year UNIDO had no specific environmental prograJTUl\e; but at the
thlt:'d session of its General Conference, held in November 1989, it decided to
intt:'oduce such a programme for 1990-1991 26/. This programme has four
priorities: (i) to help developing countries to formulate industrial
development policies and strategies that take account of environment
protection; (ii) to co-operate with countries in preventing environmental
degradation, by the adoption of cleaner technologies, the recycling of
industrial wastes and energy saving; (iii) to help developing countries to
take appropriate measures against the harmful effects of existi.ng industries
26/ See GC3/32 - Matters referred to the General Conference: UNIDO
contribution to environmental industri.al development - UNIDO Environment
Programme proposed by the Director-General, 29 September 1989.
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- 27 on the environment, in particular by pollution controL; and lastly, (iv) to
pt"omote inter-agency and inter-Government co-operation in the formulation of
pOlicies and the strengthening of institutions to monitor industrial pollution
of the environment.
107. To carry out this programme, UNIDO aims to improve co-ordination between
activities and programmes concerning environment protection and to provide
further training for its officials, particularly in the technologies of
industrial pollution, cont!."ol, in project design, and in environment
protection policies and regu lations.
108. Even before this programme was adopted, however, UNIDO contributed to
1inking industrial deve lopment and environment conservation by orgall i z i n~;
numerous seminars and producing studies, manuals and directives in vari.ous
industrial and environmental areas.
109. Within UNIDO itself, a Task Force on Industrial Safety and Environment.;.)l
Matters has been set up and charged, inter alia, with supervising the
integration of environment conset"vation into the project.s formulated by the
Organization. To facilitate such integration and make it effective, UN100 has
prepared, for the staff concerned, a "First Guide for UNlDO offieet"s in
evaluating the environmental impact of industrial project.s". The InspectoL's
believe that t.his procedure and its results should be shared with other United
Nations organizations especially those which did not yet apply similar guides.
110. In 1988, UNIDO had 51 industrial development projects that were entit'ely
or partly concerned with environment conservat.ion. These projects cove!." a
VeI"y wide range of pt"oblems relating to environment protection and industri.al
pollution control. In 1989, UNIDO drafted proposals for a further
BD industrial projects comprisin@) environment protection measures costing oVt:'L"
$4,q million. UNIDO is now tryin@) to raise the funds required to carry out
t.hese proj eets .

5.

UNESCO

111. UNESCO's interest in conservation of the environment and rational
management of natural resources is not a recent phenomenon. As long ago as
1948, UNESCO was responsible for setting up the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN). Moreover, at the end of
the 1940S, UNESCO instigated a progranwe of soil conservation, particularly
for arid and semi-arid regions.
112. Since then, UNESCO has extended its environment. and natural resource
research and conservation activities to: (i) the oceans, in order to improve
knOWledge of their nat.ure and resources, in particular through it.s
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC); (ii) fresh water, by
initiati.ng, as early as 1964, the International Hydrological Decade 1965-1975
(lHD), followed by the ongoing International Hydrological ProF,ramme (IHP)
whol>e objectives include helping member countries to study water resources and
their t"egime, and promoting rational utilization of water in the interest. of
al.l mankind; (iii) biosphere resources, by setting up an int.ernational
research programme on the relationship between man and his environment (known
as "Man and Biosphere" (MAB», whose object is to establish, in the exact,
natural and social sciences, the necessary bases for rational use and
conset"vation of the biosphere's resources and for improving global relations
between man and his environment; (iv) energy resources, in particular those of
n13W and t'enewable energies, by helping member countries to set up training and
/
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research institutes and to organize training and further training courses; and
(v) human resources, by helping interested states to define long-t.erm
strategies comprising, inter alia, the generalization of envit'onmantal
education at all levels up to university. This strategy includes the
execution of a programme adopted by the Intergovernmental Conference on
Environmental Education (Tbilissi, 1977) and an International strategy for
Action in the Field of Environmental Education and Training for the 1990s,
drawn up at a UNESCO/UNEP Congress (Moscow, 1987). The Inspectol"S believe
t.hat such a strategy is important and suggest that UNESCO should deploy more
efforts to assist a larger number of countries to work out and implement
strategies of environmental education at all levels. lJj.
113. In addition to protection of these different resources, there are the
UNESCO pt'ogr'ammes to promote: earth sciences (Which, inter alia, help us
better to understand and anticipate natural risks); microbiology (study of the
cousel"vation and utilization of micro-organisms) and protection of the natural
heritage.

114. Clearly, UNESCO's activities and programmes in the environmental sphere
are many and important. To make them more effective, the Director-General of
UNESCO has strengthened co-ordination within the organization between all the
programmes concerned, by setting up a Bureau fo~ co-ordination of
Environmental Programmes headed by a Co-ot"dinator for the Environment. The
strengthening of co-ordination between UNESCO and other United Nations bodies
is proceeding satisfactorily through the Qxisting machinery: the
Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC), Designated Officials for
Environmental Hatters (DOEK) and consultations with UNEP. In addition, UNESCO
from time to time takes the initiative in organizing informal consultations
between the heads of the agencies concerned, in order to define joint policies
on current environment problems. The Inspe'ctors appreciate this type of
infonmal consultation and suggest that similar meetings on subjects under the
purview of other United Nations organizations are taken up by the respective
agencies in order to increase the floW' of information and harmonize the
appt'oaches and pror.rammes within the United Nations syst.em.
~/
UNESCO has already taken action to the effect of helping States to
adopt long-term st.rategies, In the Approved Programme and Budge~ for
1990-1991, ten pilot projects have been desir.nated on the application of the
inh.'t'national strategy for t.he development. of envirorunental education at
n~tional level.
To this effect, pilot projects have been initiated on the
development of national strategies and an action plan for environmental
~ducat.i.on in Brazil, Congo, Ethiopia, Finland, Guyana, Jordan and Thailand.
TilLs activity will be ext.ended to more int.erested Member states in 1991 and a
further emphasis of it will be reflected in the Programme and Budget for

1992·-1993.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Conclusions

115. The following conclusions have emerged from a general analysis of the
available documentation, the field visits by the Inspectors and the
discussions held at several headquarters of the United Nations organizatiuns.
J 16. It. is clear that the United Nations syst.em organizations are more 'ind
more aware of the fundamental importance of implementi.ng sound enviroTlmenLal
measures to achieve sustainable development. To illustrate this tendency i l
would suffice to mention the larger focus of projects on environmental matters
and the increasing share of environmental projects in total technical
co-operation projects financed by UNOP and the rest of United Nations
organizations.
117. The system is also deploying renewed efforts to lay down the basis fur
bett.er definition, assessment and evaluation of intimately linked sound
environment and sustainable development through the systematic gathet'ing of
environmental statistics, the elaboration of conceptual framework of
environment national accounting, the wot"king out of ct"iteria to identify,
formulate and implement environmental projects, programmes and policies in 'ill
economic, social and humanitarian fields.
118. The ot"ganizations of the United Nations system involved in enviL'onment
have acted more vigorously during the 1980s to effect major changes in the
mat.ur" lmd lScope of their development activities in conformity with the
objectives and guidelines set by General Assembly resolutions 42/186 and
421187.
Initially, environment was not emphasized as a programme theme.
Rather, environmental considet"ations were not brought systematically at all
project levels. More recently, there has been a trend that pt"ojects,
specially geared toward~ the protection and management of the environment, are
being more actively pt"omoted. The shift to environment projects, per se, as
indicated in this report, can be regarded as a reflection of the wish of the
international conununity for multilateral co-operation to focus on the
objectives of the above two General Assembly resolutions and others which deal
with the implementation of sustainable and environmentally sound development
throughout the United Nations system.

119. As the UNDP is now in the process of establishing an organization-wide
policy, it is important that, as a first step towards future activities, UND~.
together with the executing specialized agencies involved in environment.,
prepare a review of their major activities and analyse them from their
respective organizational, financial and administrative structures to draw
conclusions which could be then used as a basis to develop cohesive planning
of the futut"e projects financed by UNDP and other United Nations organs and
which could have a negative effect on environment. This policy should be
taken into consideration befot"e implementation of such projects. SUch
documentation would be a meaningful input to the efforts of the United Nations
system which is now deploying renewed efforts to ensure that existing
environmental activities are firmly established and operate as effectively as
possible. In this connection, it might be worth mentioning here the many
suggestions made in the course of this report. In essence, the suggestions
offered are aimed at strengthening each united Nations organization's capacity
in the management of environment so as to make the United Nations system more
responsive especially to the needs of the developing countries to develop
theit" own capacity.
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120. It has also been observed that a nu~ber of United Nations officials,
dealing with environmental problems, did not have sufficient knowledge of the
issues confronting them. This observation prompted the conclusion that the
United Nations system can significantly strengthen its future activities in
environment, if each official involved in the management of operational
activities is fully informed on all envirolunental aspects and is aware of the
duties, authority and responsibilities in this regard. The Inspectors believe
t.hat. training in environmental issues and problem-solving methodologies, both
at t.he field and headquarters levels, is very important at this stage. It may
also be useful if this type of training is extended to govet'TIment and
non-govenunent staff, especially in the development of infrastructure and
institutional capacity.
121. A more detailed analysis of the data and infonnation collected by the
Inspectors reveals a number of interesting features:
(i) The inadequate co-ordination of the United Nations system and the
insufficient consultations between field representatives and experts of
various United Nations agencies and UNEP is a result of the diversity of
envir'onmenta1 problems and the wide differences among United Nations agencies
in l:.onceiving, promoting and imp1ement.ing environmental policies and
act.ivities.
(ii) The approach adopted until recently has been of a curative than of
a preventive one. In this respect the Unit.ed Nations system organizations
should ascertain that co-operation projects are designed in such a way that
they do not present any negative environmental aspect. In t.he course of
identifying a project, it is easier to avoid a negative environmental impact
than to take later corrective measures once the project has been implemented.
It is therefore important that the emphasis of activities shOUld be
encompass ing environmental assessment and environmental management. In other
words the co-operation projects should, from the start, be environmentally
sound in order to attainl a sustainable development.
(iii) The problems of development and the environment are not only
closely inter-related but also require a multidisciplinary approach. Given
the fact that regional commissions are multidisciplinsry bodies and have the
capacity to foster regional development, it underscores the increasing
impoI:"tance of the regional corranissions in t.his area of concern for the United
Nat 1.0115. Another promising form of outreach involving the regional
con missions is inter-regional co-operation between the United Nations re,gional
commissions. Several General Assembly and ECOSOC resolutions underline the
ro le of the regional commissions t not only for regional but also for
intcn"egiona1 co-operation. The Inspectors believe that the above potentials
need to be more fully realized and that adequate provisions fo~ the regular
financing of regional and interregiona1 environmental projects must be found.
(iv) Whatever might be done to increase the effectiveness of the United
Nations system in environment and development, the need for increased funding
is inescapable and already visible. This is especially true with regard to
UNEP which has been entrusted with the role as the central cata1yzing,
co-ordinating and stimulating body in the field of environment within the
United Nations system but its human and financial resources are far from. beil\&
commensurate with the large number of environmental problems it has to deal
with. UNEP's regular bUdget should therefore be increased to meet the
responsibilities entrusted to it.
I .. • •
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Recommendations

122. Taking into consideration the conclusions arrived at, and particularly
specific suggestions contained in paragraphs 15, 23, 32, 35, 37, 43, 46, 53
and 105 in the body of the report, the following recommendations are made by
the two Inspectors:
Recommendation 1:
The integration of environment into the development process should become
a pel~anent agenda item of agencies and organizations of the United
Nations system. These bodies should include in their respective
programmes and budgets and medium-term plans, appropriate measures
responding to the recommendations of the World Commission on Envit·onment.
and Development as well as the successive related resolutions of the
General Assembly.
Recommendation 2:
There is an increasing need for a more multidisciplinary co-ordinated
approach to the preparation and implementation of programmes by various
united Nations entities involved in the management of environment. The
appropriate United Nations organs dealing with co-ordination should be
encouraged to strengthen their collaboration and to increase the tempo of
their meetings to that effect.
Recommendation 3:
The United Nations system should endeavour to bridge the gap between
diverging positions adopted by the developed and developing cou~tries
concerning environment and development. Both groups are equally subject.
to severe environment degradation. A closer and more efficient
co-operation between rich and poor countries is needed and should take
into consideration that the poor countries, because of their limited
financial and technological resources, are not in a position to
contribute fully to environment conservation.
In order to put this recommendation into effect, the following measures
are suggested:
a) to strengthen the capacity of each United Nations entity involved
in the management of environment so as to make the system more
responsive to the needs of the developing countries to develop
their own capacities.
b) to invite developed Member states to increase their financial and
technical assistance to third world nations with a view to adopting
in collaboration with the United Nations system strategies that
promote environmentally-sound and economically-viable projects.

/
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c) UNEP's headquarters programmes, such as preparation of
environmental research studies and statistics, drafting of
international conventions on environment, holding of conferences
and seminars on environment, co-ordinating of environmental
activities of the system should be strengthened. For this purpose
UHEP's regular budget and technical co-operation funds should be
increased;
d) the potentials of the regional conunissions to pt'omote t'egional and
interr'esional co-oper'stion fot' the benefit of environmental mana&ement
should be mOr'e fully utilized and adequate provisions fat' such
projects should be found;
e) the United Nations officials involved in the management of enviroltment
should receive special training to educate them on their duties,
authorities and responsibilities in this regard.
Recommendation

~:

The 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development should
play an essential role to give envirolunent the importance it desel'ves in
the International Development strategy for the Fourth United Nations
Development Decade. The Conference should also furnish a better basis
for co-operation between t'ich and poor countries and produce a new fOl~
of international co-operation for preserving global resources that are
appropriate to the real needs of the international community.
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